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The triple expansion engine from a WW2 TID Tug.

Ken Lockley on TID tugs, and the Jose Narvaez

Edward White on Pilots and Pilot Boats.

Ron found an interesting method of making auxiliary boats.

http://www.vmss.ca
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2020 Executive Committee

President: Ron Hillsden
VicePres: Dave Nelson
Secretary: Elgin Smith
Treasurer: Mike Creasy
Director @ Large: Ken Lockley
We still can’t meet as a group, either at the
Binnacle Editor: Edward White
Quartermaster: Vacant
church, Harrison Pond or Langford Lake, but
individual members can use the pond through out City Liaison: Mike Claxton
Membership: Bev Andrews
the week. And several of us do. The city is
All above area code (250)

4795760
8121942
3840574
8884860
4775830
3856168
4796367
4792761

reinstalling the water valve and cleaning the
Harrison Pond soon.. Please continue to keep 6
feet apart and wear a mask.
Other members are sailing at Langford Lake on
Wednesday mornings.

Hopefully, after the public health “circuit breaker”,
we may be able to meet.

ON THE RADAR
Upcoming Events

The Zoom meetings are going well. The minutes
from the last one are in the Binnacle. We don't
have any business to conduct, so it is a social
meeting. Jump in and join the discussion. It’s fun
to stay up to date with our friends‘ projects. At
7:25 on Thursday, click on the link in the e-mail I
send out and you will be admitted to the room.
See you Thursday on Zoom.
Ron

Meetings: Second Thursday 7:25 on
Zoom.
Upcoming meeting: 13th. May.

Sundays 911
Harrison Model Yacht Pond (HMYP)
Dallas Road at Government Street

LANGFORD LAKE
Wednesdays 9:30
Langford Lake, Leigh Rd. at Trillium
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Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society
Zoom Meeting April 8 2021

13 members zoomed in.
Welcome: New Member John Blenkinsop was welcomed
Outreach: Mike Mantel attended the meeting although he was just discharged from hospital
after open heart surgery. Glad you are recovering, Mike
Business: no business due to covid
Socialization; The meeting was mainly socialization until the 40 minute cutoff.
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An idea from far away…..
The internet can be a wonderful thing for exchanging ideas. Tomasz Damas in Poland
needed 4 identical workboats on his model. This is how he made them.
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The Pilot Boat Story
About 4 weeks ago, my wife and I decided to take our daily outing with a flask of coffee out to
the end of the Ogden Point breakwater. As it happened, we were right there to see a Pilot boat leave
the pilot station, go out to take a pilot off a big container ship and return him to the pilot station and
then onwards to a big SUV/Limo. It is probably a very frequent sight, but it was the first time we had
noticed it and followed it from beginning to end. The first impression was that it was a hell of a lot of
fast boat for just one man. Also that the pilot himself was obviously kind of the big cheese in the
whole operation.
The boat was the Pacific Scout. Pacific Scout is 19.9 metres overall, 6.06 metres beam, and 1
metre draught. She packs three 600 horsepower,(450 kw) diesels driving triple Hamiltonjet water jets.
Her service speed is 26 knots but she can operate on two jets at 16 knots. Her payload can be up to
five pilots. Here's a picture, sexy huh!

So, I started thinking about an article for Binnacle, because that hull will make a lovely model
at 1:24, (1/2 inch to the foot), which is my favourite scale, just right for a playmobil figure. And I
realized that I know, of course, that there have been pilots around for a long time, and that big ships
are required by law to have a pilot in coastal waters. I'd seen pictures of pilots climbing up the sides
of big ships. But that's about it!
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So now I know a bit more. For a start, I am writing this at 11:30 on a Saturday morning. Since
11:30 last night, Pacific Scout has made 8, yes 8 departures from her wharf. Her longest time docked
was 2 1/2 hours, her shortest 5 minutes at 4:30 am. The average run is around 23 minutes. This is
one busy boat. And she has to do this 24 hours, 7 days a week, 365 days a year! In any weather!
Suddenly the huge, powerful, fast boat and the SUV/Limo are beginning to look more like the
minimum necessary equipment. And the second boat stationed at the pilot station, the twin diesel
Pacific Pilot Two, also makes sense.

And here's a picture of a Columbia River Bar
pilot having a rough day.
(This is a 72 foot selfrighting pilot boat from
the same designer as Pacific Scout)

(I love this process of discovering that I have had a blind spot that I have never really thought
about.)
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What then is the overall size of the B.C.
Pilot organization?

Well, it's called the "British Columbia Coast
Pilots Ltd.". According to its web site, it has 110
pilots covering 15,000 miles of coast, and has 44
years of existence and 12,300 pilotage
assignments. That's 34 pilot assignments a day!
And if the last 12 hours are a fair example,
Victoria is doing close to half of them. ( The web
site is a beauty, https://www.bccoastpilots.com)
Here's an image of the compulsory pilotage
area in B.C.

On the other side of the border, Puget Sound Pilots rate their volume at 7,700 pilot
assignments a year from 49 pilots. There's a hell of a lot going on out there! There is a pilot station
at Port Angeles with two pilot boats. I haven't yet found out their specifications but they look fairly
similar to the Canadian ones in the satellite picture. Puget Sound's compulsory pilotage area starts at
123.24 west, just east of Port Angeles.
Pacific Scout, and her sister Pacific Navigator, stationed in Stevenage, were designed in Britain
by Camarc and built at ABD Enterprises in Vancouver. Camarc is a big name in fast workboats
worldwide, and on the whole west coast. Their web site has a lot of fast boat porn.(www.camarc.com)

Historically, Victoria's first pilot was Harry Glide. Harry was
born in England in 1835, and at age 15 became an apprentice
with the Hudson's Bay Company. At 18 he was on board the
Steamer Otter, the first screw vessel to come to British Columbia.
The captain was a drunk and the passage round the Horn so long
that all the crew with the exception of Glide were down with
scurvy. Virtually alone, Glide brought the Otter into Victoria in
August 1853. He continued in the Hudson's Bay Company
service and five years later received the first pilot's certificate
granted in British Columbia, (July 1858), 23 years old! His
footnote in Lewis and Dryden's Marine History (1895) ends
delightfully  "Mr Glide left the water several years ago and is
living in contented retirement in a snug home overlooking the
entrance to the harbor into which he sailed over forty years ago."
We should all wish for such an end.
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Worldwide, pilots as local guides for ships go back at least to Thestor the pilot, mentioned in
the Iliad. So we're talking about the 8th century bc. Maybe even earlier, the legend says that Jason
picked up a pilot in Troy to get him through to the Black Sea. It's a certainty that local organizations
of pilots have passed into and out of existence at busy ports ever since. In 1497 George James Ray
was the first recorded pilot, officially appointed by the City of Bristol. to take John Cabot's Matthew
down and out of the Bristol Channel.
Probably the best history of early pilots is Tom Cunliffe's "Pilots, the World of Pilotage Under
Sail and Oar." Tom Cunliffe is highly accessible on YouTube as well.
In Europe, the regulation of pilotage by national laws began in the early 1600s. with the first
"Pilotage Acts". These fixed the professional status of pilots in each country. Before that time, pilots
were often local fishermen, making their living fishing while watching out for opportunities to guide
passing ships. But when Harrison's chronometer made deep sea navigation far less risky, trade
expanded hugely and the most dangerous parts of those voyages became the close approaches to
the ports. As the trade expanded, so grew the business of maritime insurance, and it was the
insurance companies that began to make the use of pilots compulsory, and began to press for legal
enforcement. And port authorities formalized the qualification of pilots.
The real qualifications of a pilot remain the same world wide whatever the formalities. He or
she has to be a highly experienced seaman with command experience and a comprehensive
knowledge of the local waters. He or she simply has to be at or near the top of the profession,
respected as such, to function at all. There are, as yet, relatively few women pilots, but that is slowly
being changed as there are more women working at sea.
There is talk in the profession as to how modern technology may change the job as ship
navigation becomes more automated, but it will not be soon. To be able to get on board the best of
local seamen to take a ship through the most dangerous part of her voyage; I'd want that for a few
million dollars worth of cargo of mine! Going back to my first paragraph, yes, a pilot is a big cheese!

So, through one reason or another, by
the early 1800s, an experienced seaman
could make a full time business out of
piloting, and instead of simply using local
fishing boats, pilots began to design and build
vessels purely for piloting. The profession
was competitive and the fees that pilots got
were fixed by the size of the vessels they
were getting onto. This is Jolie Brise.
So a pilot's boat needed to be as fast
as possible, but utterly seaworthy, to intercept
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client vessels ahead of the competition and get the big fees. They didn't need to carry a big load, but
a small crew was a desirable quality.
So, in the ports of Europe, on the Atlantic and North Sea coasts, the Pilot Cutter evolved. With
a huge sail area for light winds, yet the ability to reduce sail very quickly when the weather picked up.
With deep keels and long waterlines for getting to weather, they are arguably the finest of all sailing
ships, designed and built by the best and most experienced seamen to make their livelihoods.
They had a short period of glory before steam took the place of sail, but many are still sailing
today, and the basic design is still revered as the most seaworthy of all sailing craft. They make
wonderful sailing models with carefully placed ballast. And plans are readily available.
On the East coast of North America, there was a similar
development of pilot boats, but the North Amercan love affair
with the Schooner rig held sway. With good reason, the sail area
is still more divided for small crews to handle, and the hulls have
the same fine lines and great handling. The transition to steam
power was also a bit quicker, as you might expect.

Two steam pilot boat models

So, to model a pilot boat is to take a part of this history, and you actually have a very wide
range of choice. And the same needs still drive the design. Pacific Scout is not a boat that is the
dream of engineers, or competitive rich men, or pennypinching entrepreneurs. She's the boat that
the most experienced seamen we have chose to build and use in our waters under all conditions and
at all times, nothing less.
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This month's References.
https://www.steamtugbrent.org/
Tom Cunliffe, Pilots, the world of Pilotage under Sail and Oar.
On pilot cutter design http://sailingtrivia.ravenyachts.fr/2013/05/therevivalofpilot
cutterdesign.html
Camarc boat design : http://www.camarc.comhttps:
BC Pilots://www.bccoastpilots.com
https://www.victoriaharbourhistory.com/

The Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society is a
nonprofit club, open to all, established in
1978 under the Societies Act of B.C.

